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Press release 
31 March 2017 
 

HIGHLIGHTS 
 
 

 
Contemporary Design Hall 

This year's edition of Design Shanghai not only followed on seamlessly from its success in 
2016, but significantly improved in many areas. The fastest growing international design 
event welcomed over 50,000 visitors from 70 countries – an 11% increase on the previous 
edition – including architects, designers, collectors, buyers, artists, property developers and 
key international and domestic media to the Shanghai Exhibition Centre between 8-11 
March. 
 
The incredibly diverse audience was attracted by a varied array of over 400 exhibitors and 
partners, from world-renowned brands and international galleries to emerging Chinese 
talent.  
 
12,000 VIPs – a 35% increase from last year – including collectors and top-tier buyers – 
visited Design Shanghai and the exclusive ‘Collectible Design Hall’, providing an incredible 
opportunity for business and cultural exchange at international and local level. 
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Contemporary Design Hall 
 

 
Contemporary Design Hall, Seletti 

 
The Contemporary Design Hall featured a remarkable selection of both western and eastern, 
high-end home products with a wealth of products on show for the very first time.  
 
World-renowned Italian brand Magis launched its latest design in China, the Milà chair 
designed by Spanish artist-designer Jaime Hayón. Milà is elastic and dynamic and inspired 
by the forms of Catalan modernism. 
 
Danish furniture design brand HAY exhibited two of its latest collections, both designed by 
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec; Copenhague Deux, a new range of tables and benches for 
compact spaces, was presented alongside the Can sofa, which reinvigorates the whole 
concept of the sofa from something inherently complicated to something simple, relaxed and 
for everyone. 
 
Thonet, one of the oldest furniture manufacturers in the world, presented a vast range of its 
well-known chairs and tables, including the new model 1060 by Dutch designer Jorre van 
Ast, a solid wooden dining table with a graphic formal language characterised by subtle 
details.  
 
Leading Italian furnishings firm Driade showcased some of its latest designs at Design 
Shanghai, such as the Cinemascope and Lou Eat armchairs, as well as the Wow sofa, a 
luxurious modular system inspired by the Sofa Royalton, a design icon created in 1988 for 
Hotel Royalton, New York, and produced by Driade.  
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The quirky Monkey Lamp and Mouse Lamp, by young emerging Italian designer 
Marcantonio Raimondi Malerba, have been brought to the Chinese audience by Seletti. 
Most of the production by Raimondi Malerba is inspired by the relationship between man and 
nature. The result is his work is simple and ironic, in keeping with the brand’s philosophy of 
improvement, innovation and originality. 
 
A new versatile flooring collection has been launched at Design Shanghai 2017 by 
international design brand Bolon. Bolon By You, created by Marie Eklund, gives architects 
and designers the opportunity to create tailored products using a new interactive design tool.  
 
The latest collection by luxury Swedish brand DUX was also showcased at Design Shanghai 
– ‘DUX Inspiration™’ – where the exclusive design and impeccable attention to details 
demonstrated the latest innovation in bedroom furniture.  
 
Visitors also enjoyed a selection of the latest products by some of the world’s top emerging 
brands such as Artisan and Nikari, as well as designs by notable names, including Daniel 
Libeskind, Ron Arad, Tomás Alonso and Zaha Hadid. 

 

 
Contemporary Design Hall, Domus Tiandi  

 

Among the most exciting Chinese brands is Domus Tiandi, leader in the retail industry of 
imported furniture. Domus Tiandi offered visitors the opportunity to experience its 
extraordinary collection under the theme of ‘ENCOUNTER’ and to present the ‘REN’ concept 
kitchen series, which comprises carefully selected high-end western home products and 
amazing traditional eastern products.   
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Beijing-based Frank Chou Studio showcased its Suit Lounge Chair & Stool, the shape of 
which is inspired by a top-quality fashion suitcase, alongside its Fan Side Table, which is 
composed of parallel and well-spaced desktops with metal framing. 
 
Benwu Studio, which won the “Best Design” award for its beechwood Sumo Chair as part of 
the AD China Design Shanghai Emerging Chinese Designer Award at the 2016 edition, 
presented 4x4 Vessels at this year’s show, a collection of four ceramic vessels combined 
with four kinds of functional silicone lids, allowing the product to be adapted for 16 different 
functions.  
 
The Contemporary Design Hall also welcomed leading Chinese brands such as X+Q Art, 
FNJI, ziinlife, Beyond Object, MZGF and Suyab, which presented its latest collections, 
including the Delicate and Modest series.  
 

 
Contemporary Design Hall, Moroso 

 

 

Classic & Luxury Design Hall 

The Classic Design Hall featured an outstanding selection of products by leading names, 
both international and local. Cole & Son (presented by Wallvision), George Smith, which 
showcased its outdoor collections, as well as Domus Aurea all returned to Design Shanghai 
this year.  
 
Domus Aurea, one of the top retailers of imported furniture, presented more than 10 leading 
furniture brands including PORADA, SWAROVSKI, Visionnaire, ZANABONI, Potocco and 
AGOSTINI. 
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 Classic & Luxury Design Hall, Porada 

 
Alongside returning designers and brands, new leading brands joined as exhibitors for the 
first time. The selection included made in Italy brand Malerba, one of the world’s leading 
producers of luxury excellence contemporary furniture; Sunbrella, a world leader in high-
performance fabrics from South Carolina, US; and Italian luxury brand Vismara, which has 
been synonymous with sophistication and style for nearly a century. Vismara presented its 
latest VIP Entertainment Collection, including the new Mahiong Table and the Chess Table, 
launched as flagship products. 
 
Another new addition is Chinese brand Decca, which has been creating crafted luxury home 
furnishings for over 40 years.  

 

Collectible Design Hall 

Showcasing the best of the limited edition and one-off design pieces, the Collectible Hall was 
stronger than ever in 2017 with a new, dedicated hall for VIP guests.  
 
Visitors enjoyed a curated selection of refined antique furniture pieces by Frank Partridge, 
one of England’s leading antique firms, which has dealt in the very finest English and French 
furniture and Chinese porcelain since 1900.  
 

World-renowned international names including Galerie Dumonteil and Zaha Hadid Design 
presented their latest designs alongside local galleries Refined Antique and PUSU.  
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Collectible Design Hall, Louis Vuitton 

 
Bernardaud, which has been synonymous with Limoges porcelain for over 150 years and is 
now a major player on the French and international luxury and decorative arts scene, 
showcased its extraordinary artworks and luxury pieces alongside Louis Vuitton with its 
Objets Nomades collection, including 10 items sold in limited editions or experimental 
prototypes and conceived in collaboration with some of the most creative designers of our 
times: the Campana Brothers, Patricia Urquiola, and Marcel Wanders, among others. 
 

 

Kitchen & Bathroom Design Hall 

 

The Kitchen & Bathroom Design Hall was one of the 2017 edition’s exciting new additions. 
The in-demand new section presented innovative design solutions and focused on 
innovation across materials, equipment and effective space optimisation.  
 
Germany had a strong presence in the kitchen section with Maier Küchen, Liebherr, Leicht 
and Rational exhibiting their products. Visitors could also experience the Made in Italy flair 
with luxury kitchens by Rossana. Local brands included KIC, ROBAM, Neuni Group and 
Elica. 
 
Alongside innovative kitchens, visitors also had the opportunity to see a unique selection of 
bathroom designs with international brands such as Imperial Bathroom and antoniolupi, 
presenting their latest products to the local market.  
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Kitchen & Bathroom Design Hall, antoniolupi 

 
The Kitchen & Bathroom Design Hall also welcomed DuPont Corian, the leading global 
brand in surfacing materials for interior design and architecture, Dyson, the world-renowned 
British technology company, and Fisher & Paykel, the global premium appliance brand. 
 

 

Workplace Design Hall 

 

The world’s leading office brands showcased their products in the dedicated Workplace 
Design Hall, where visitors had the opportunity to discover the latest innovations in office 
design and new trends that are shaping the way we work. 
 
Swedish brand Kinnarps presented a series of new products, including the innovative Lean 
In, a wall furniture system designed by Kaja Solgaard for a dynamic use of the interior 
space.  
 
Plycollection, which combines unique technology of moulding plywood with modern design, 
presented its chair collection for public and private interiors, alongside Slovenian 
contemporary brand Tokio. MATSU Group returned to Design Shanghai, launching a new 
series of high-quality and exquisitely-designed office space solutions for the first time at the 
show, including the ‘Copenhagen’ series, ‘Motu’ Table and ‘Extremis’ outdoor furniture. 
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Clouds by Kvadrat 

Exhibitors also included German office furniture brand Planmöbel, UK leading furniture 
manufacturer Triumph and Dutch brand Royal Ahrend, international leader in office 
furniture committed to delivering highly collaborative and sustainable working environments 
to corporate end users around the world.  
 

 

Design Shanghai in the City 

 
Design Shanghai teamed up with famous landmark Shanghai Xintiandi to bring the best of 
international and local design across the city. 
 
The Design Shanghai @ Xintiandi Design Festival, whose inaugural edition theme was 
“In Future”, took place from 6th to 19th March 2017 in Xintiandi and was open to the public for 
free.  
 
Curated by Song Tao, Hou Zhengguang and Du Xinyue as main curators, as well as Hu 
Zeming, Tian Mengran and Deng Min as joint curators, the Festival populated the streets 
and public spaces of Xintiandi for 14 days, showcasing a selection of 18 interactive 
installations and spaces by international and Chinese designers and artists, and offering 
both the local community and visitors the opportunity to experience and rethink design, art, 
creativity and culture in a new light. 
 
During Design Shanghai, visitors had the opportunity to join Design Tours between Design 
Shanghai and Shanghai Xintiandi.  
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The tours took place every day from 1pm to 9pm and offered stops to 10 carefully selected 
interesting design showrooms. Visitors could hop on and off and enjoy special offers for 
Design Shanghai ticket holders at a vast range of restaurants and bars. 

 

Features 

 

The Lake by Robam 

 
Design Shanghai 2017 commissioned the new themed exhibition China Design Trends 
Gallery, inviting China's forward thinking design consultancy YANG DESIGN to present four 
major future design trends though an interactive installation in the West Wing entrance.  
 
In addition, following the success of NEW CRAFTSMANSHIP BY YANG HOUSE in 2016, 
famous designer Jamy Yang and Gaggenau, the world’s leading luxury home appliance 
manufacturer, once again curated a joint exhibition to display the latest collections by YANG 
HOUSE at this year’s show, under the theme of CREATED WITH TIME. 
 
Plug & Hug, a multi-sensory lighting installation inviting guests to get up close and personal, 
welcomed visitors at the entrance of the Shanghai Exhibition Centre. Each giant bubble 
could be hugged, causing it to glow gently and increasingly depending on the hug’s intensity.  
 
In the beautiful courtyard, Roca presented the Emotional Design Collection, including the 
Inspira wash basin wrapped in coloured splashes, the award-winning W + W, exploding in 
vivid colours and Amberes, flowing like a ribbon and echoing the elegant design of Amberes. 
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18 Cubes by Zhang Ding animated the Collectible Hall, showcasing nine pairs of titanium-
plated cubes. 18 Cubes invited passers-by to scratch, scrawl and cut with black man-made 
crystals provided by the artist, and even take away the scrapings. 
 
Moreover, leading design magazines presented cutting-edge installations at the show, 
including the Breeze exhibition by Elle Decoration China, which aimed to inspire the visitors’ 
future way of living, and Re-Design Shanghai by IDEAT China in collaboration with 
Japanese architect Shuhei Oyama, which created a futuristic spatial experience by 
interpreting the modern city scape with traditional elements.  
 
 

AD China Emerging Designer Award and 
IDEAT Future Awards 

 

 

 
The AD China Emerging Designer Award – judged by leading designers Bethan Laura 
Wood, Benjamin Hubert and Virginie Moriette, co-founder of Studio MVW, together with 
Creative Director of Design Shanghai Ross Urwin and AD China Editor-in-Chief Wang Xu – 
went to Qingtong Qian due to her overall outstanding design performance. Her works are 
inspired by mother nature and elegant architecture, using clean lines and splendid colours to 
enhance the beauty of the art of modern living. 
 
The winning designer was awarded a complementary exhibition space at Design Shanghai 
2018. 
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IDEAT Future Awards, launched in 2016, presented the best international design across 
nine categories during a public awards ceremony that took place during Design Shanghai’s 
first night late opening. 
 
This year’s winners include Benjamin Hubert for Designer of the Year, Elbphilharmonie by 
Herzog & de Meuron for Best Architecture / Public Building, Book and Bed Tokyo by Makoto 
Tanijiri & Ai Yoshida for Best Interior Design / Hotel Axor One for Axor by Edward Barber & 
Jay Osgerby for Best furnishing product / Bath and Swatch Art Peace Hotel Residency artist 
project for Best art inspiration project.  
 
 

Design Shanghai Forum 
in association with KOHLER and AD CHINA 

 

 
 
In addition to the design halls, a range of talks featuring international leaders in the fields of 
design, architecture and art, filled the Design Shanghai Forum in association with 
KOHLER and AD China, curated by Aidan Walker. 
 
Speakers included world-renowned designers such as Karim Rashid, DB Kim, Benjamin 
Hubert, Bethan Laura Wood and Paul Cocksedge, alongside international personalities 
including Ole Bouman, Director at Design Society, Grant Horsfield and Delphine Yip, 
Founder / Chairman and Co-Chairman at Naked respectively, Paul Gregory from Dyson, as 
well as leading Chinese designers such as André Fu and Jamy Yang, all of whom gathered 
on stage to explore the globalised future of design, craft and manufacturing.   
 
The special afternoon session Design Shanghai x KOHLER Design Forum: EXQUISITE 
HOTEL was devoted to contemporary hotel designs, featuring talks and debates by some of 
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the most prominent hotel designers and architects including DB Kim, Andre Fu and Joyce 
Wang, who together with Larry Yuen, Global President of Kohler K&B, shared the secrets of 
hospitality design. 
 
 

Hosted Buyers Programme 
 
Also new for 2017, the Hosted Buyers Programme: an initiative dedicated to top buyers 
across Asia.  
 
The 5,000 buyers with purchasing requirements were invited to Design Shanghai. They were 
able to use a match-making system to connect with the exhibitors in advance and during the 
show, with help from a dedicated team. The team on site was also available to assist buyers 
with purchase and any other business-related requirements.  
 
Guests could also enjoy a private Buyers Lounge and use it to meet with brands 
representatives and possible business partners as well as just relax.  
 
 

Entertainment 
 

 
Perrier Pops x The Nest 

 

As well as exhibitions and installations, visitors enjoyed a range of restaurants, cafes, lounge 
areas and bars. The VIP lounge sponsored by Perrier-Jouët and located in the Collectible 
Design Hall offered the perfect backdrop for the exclusive Collectible Hall preview opening 
night party. The iconic French brand Perrier presented ‘Perrier Pops X The Nest’ in the 
Classic & Luxury Design Hall, offering the limited edition Sparkling Cocktail. inWe tea and 
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Pantry’s Best returned to Design Shanghai for the second year, launching the Hello Green 
series and the luxurious Red Velvet cakes respectively. The famous chef Wolfgang Puck 
also joined Design Shanghai for the first time to prepare a feast for the visitors of the show. 
 
Satellite events and parties included the Design Shanghai Opening Party at the Stella 

Artois Central Bar which launched the charity project ‘Buy A Lady a Drink’, the Designers 

Dinner at Xintiandi’s stunning venue Lakeville Gallery, an exhibitors’ night at Shanghai’s 

exclusive Kee Club, developers’ night at the Minotti’s showroom, the exclusive dinner to 

launch the 10th anniversary of the Hurun Art List on The Bund hosted by Hurun Report and 

the Design Shanghai Closing Party at the fabulous YANG Design Museum. 

 
END 

Notes to Editors 

Press materials are available to download here: http://bit.ly/2giXl0N 

Website: www.designshanghai.com 

Twitter: @designshanghai 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/DesignShanghai 

Weibo: DesignShanghai 

WeChat: designshanghai 

Linkedin: designshanhai 

 

For more information and high-res images, please contact ING Media PR & Communications: 

       

 

 

Notes to Editors 
 
Design Shanghai 
Design Shanghai is Asia’s leading international design event, breaking new ground and setting a 
precedent in Asia’s ever-growing design community. Showcasing the best design brands and 
galleries from across the globe, Design Shanghai provides a unique and exciting platform to network, 
exchange and establish long-term business relations with Asia’s top architects, interior designers, 
property developers, retailers, collectors and private buyers. 
Design Shanghai aims to explore how eastern and western design philosophies can work together 
synergistically across the five halls: Contemporary, Classic & Luxury, Collectibles, Kitchen & 
Bathroom and Workplace. The event also features bespoke installations, an inspirational design 
forum and exciting networking events. 

Laura Colapietro T: +44 (0) 20 7392 1999 E: laura@ing-media.com 

Sabrina Panizza T: +44 (0) 20 7392 1989 E: sabrina@ing-media.com 

Rossana Palmisano T: +44 (0) 20 7392 1941 E: rossana@ing-media.com 

http://bit.ly/2giXl0N
http://www.designshowshanghai.com/
http://www.facebook.com/DesignShanghai
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Design Shanghai has fast earned its position alongside the most established design events in the 
world, and become one of the must-see events in the international design calendar. 
The 8th to the 11th of March 2017 will see the return of Asia’s premier design event at Shanghai 
Exhibition Centre, featuring even more of the finest international design companies and galleries than 
ever before. www.designshanghai.com 
 
Media 10 | Media 10 China 
Media 10 Limited is the most decorated media and events company in the UK. Media 10 Ltd has fast 
become one of the leading players in the media and events industry as a result of running some of the 
most iconic and successful events in the country, including the world’s oldest consumer exhibition: 
The Ideal Home Show. Other events in Media 10’s portfolio include 100% Design, Design Shanghai, 
Luxury Made, 100% Optical, UK Construction Week, Britain and Ireland’s Next Top Model Live, 
Clerkenwell Design Week, The London Design Trail, Cake and Bake Show, Grand Designs Awards, 
Icon Awards, Destination Star Trek and The Coronation Festival at Buckingham Palace.  
www.media-ten.com 
 
 
EVENT PARTNERS 
 
Shanghai Xintiandi 
Shanghai Xintiandi is a fashionable Shanghai landmark. Here you can discover the city's premier 
gathering place to relax and take in historical surroundings, while enjoying local culture. Here you can 
enjoy a journey through the heart of Shanghai’s best-preserved Shikumen - the city’s distinctive 
traditional residential architecture. Nowhere in Shanghai offers a great concentration of culture, 
lifestyle, dining and fashion. This collection of images gives an idea of all that's available in Xintiandi, 
and it is comprised of Xintiandi South&North block and the Xintiandi Style. Xintiandi South&North 
block bring together the traditional architecture of the Shikumen and modern dining, recreation and 
culture. Xintiandi Style, with its innovative and cutting-edge designs from home and abroad, is a 
cradle for domestic designers and a bridge between domestic and foreign designers, developing 
Shanghai Xintiandi into a highlight of Shanghai. In addition, Shanghai Xintiandi have launched The 
House and HUBINDAO projects at the end of 2015, instilling energy into the Huaihai Road business 
district. 
 
DomusTiandi 
DomusTiandi is about home and space. Their collection comprises of carefully selected high-end 
western home products, and amazing traditional eastern products. DomusTiandi aims to build a 
platform to mix traditional and contemporary design and bring western culture and eastern culture 
together. Through their products, DomusTiandi encourages customers to lead a high-end lifestyle. 
DomusTiandi is about home and life. We are always busy trying to set up a comfortable home. 
DomusTiandi will not only help you to set up a nice home but also express a peaceful and brave 
attitude to face everything in life. 
 
Kohler 
Founded in 1873, the Kohler Company is one of the largest family businesses in America. In 2002, its 
Asia Pacific headquarters was set up in Shanghai trading as Kohler China Ltd. For more than 140 
years, Kohler Company has been committed to creating a higher level of gracious living for those who 
are touched by our products and services. 
 
Perrier-Jouët  
Founded in 1811, the Perrier-Jouët champagne House is recognized for the distinctive elegance of its 
wines as well as its devotion to art and design. During Design Shanghai 2017, l’Eden by Perrier-Jouët 
will feature the brand’s latest cross-over limited edition with Japanese artist RItsue Mishima, as well 
as a series of curated events. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.media-ten.com/
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Yang House 
YANG HOUSE, a lifestyle brand which presents unique humanistic thinking and high quality aesthetic 
value through design innovation experience, reflects the deconstruction of tradition and the 
construction of the present. 
 
Perrier 
Perrier is a fun, adventurous, and eccentrically witty iconic French brand. As a brand of extraordinaire 
communications, Perrier always believes ordinary in life should be challenged. During 2017 Design 
Shanghai, Perrier presents you “Perrier X The Nest Space”. Here, you can enjoy Perrier Sparkling 
Cocktails, like art pieces orchestrated by The Nest, the trendiest lounge in Shanghai, which you even 
cannot have in The Nest itself. The unparalleled natural and powerful sparkling bubbles right from the 
Perrier Spring, Vergèze, France bring you the extraordinaire experience that you never had before. 
 
Stella Artois 
Stella Artois 2017 ‘Buy A Lady A Drink' charity campaign joins hands with Canadian designer Cathy 
Wang, presenting limited edition chalices to help end the global water crisis by providing five-years of 
clean water access to women in Yunnan villages. Together, we can help empowered them to live a 
prosperous life, and be the generation remembered for ending the global water crisis once and for all. 
 
 

 
 


